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PGYTECH OneGo Shoulder Bag 6L
Looking for a bag to help you transport your camera and photography accessories? PGYTECH is meeting those needs with the OneGo 6L.
Practical solutions allow you to fit many of the tools you need inside, while the adjustable strap design makes it comfortable to carry.
Functionality first
The design of the product is based primarily on functionality and comfort. The solution with a clamshell closure provides quick access to
the inside of the bag - without the risk of equipment falling out when opening. What's more, the adjustable strap ensures you can adjust
its length - all for your comfort!
Design the interior yourself
The bag's versatility is highlighted by the ability to customize its interior to suit your needs. It comes with 3 dividers, so you can choose
the layout of  the pockets!  In addition,  the OneGo 6L also has a compartment for  your tablet,  filters and batteries,  as well  as external
pockets.
Useful accessories included
This bag comes with everything you need! The 2 practical, adjustable straps ensure comfortable carrying - without causing discomfort,
and the 3 dividers allow you to organise your space. In addition, you get 2 magnetic pins which can be used as battery status indicators
or 1/4" keys.
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2 x magnetic pin
3 x pocket divider
2 x external strap 
Manufacturer
PGYTECH
Name
OneGo 6L
Model
P-CB-048
Colour
Dark Blue
Capacity
6 l
Fastening type
Clamshell
Dimensions
300 x 240 x 135 mm

Preço:

€ 99.00
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